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". . . you are the only real friends we had made of late years, who had entered 
what your husband one day called our 'magic circle"'.' Thus wrote janey Morris 
to Rosalind Howard in reference to an after-dinner conversation between herself, 
her husband and the Burne-Joneses during which the Howards were apparently 
much discussed. The group had first met many years earlier, in 1865, when 
as newly-weds the Howards had taken up residence in London, with George 
(1843-1911, later Ninth Earl of Carlisle) determined to establish a career as an 
artist. From the outset, Howard's professional status was dogged by an enduring 
ambiguity which hindsight has done little to clarify. He has been variously 
described as an "amateur painter of some quality", "a dedicated amateur" and 
"friend and patron to Burne-JonesW.2 His role is usually cast as tangential to his 
more illustrious associates, although paradoxically his presence at the heart of the 
second generation Pre-Raphaelites is seldom called into question by contemporary 
biographers. He is numbered by J Comyns Carr amongst the few "intimate 
friends" received at the Grange "Sunday after Sunday" along with Morris, Ruskin 
and Marie Stillman.3 In such accounts Howard's habitual presence as an intimate 
placed at the nucleus of the circle is taken for granted, and perhaps for that very 
reason seldom expanded upon. Such brevity has since been compounded by 
Howard's self-effacing disposition which has engendered something of an 
historical elusiveness. 

Howard was to make a positive statement of intent by enrolling as a student at 
both South Kensington's National Art Training School and at Heatherley's in 
1866, but meanwhile found himself uncomfortably placed as an aristocrat 
harbouring sincere artistic ambitions. He made interminable rounds of inroduc- 
tory visits to artists' studios,'+ but appears often to have been somewhat overawed 
by the experience and in his diffidence failed to forge significant links, instead 
commissioning several family portraits. It would appear natural to assume, then, 
that here was a well-connected and enthusiastic amateur hovering tentatively on 
the sidelines of London's artistic community, with potential as a discerning 
patron. However, on 8 April 1865, Howard met Edward Burne-Jones and with 
startling rapidity was thrust to the heart of bohemia. The meeting is recorded 
innocuously enough in Rosalind Howard's journal: "G goes to Kensington and 
with Val Prinsep sees B-Jones and Burton's studios,"S but the following day the 
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